Cruise Sea Bag

Required
Salt & Pepper Uniform
- Minimum Requirement: 1 full uniform comprised of all items below
  - Black Dress Pants
  - White S&P Shirt
  - Shoulder Boards
  - Black Belt (if pants have belt loops)
Khaki Uniform
- Deck Minimum Requirement: 2 full uniforms comprised of all items below
- Engine Minimum Requirement: 1 full uniform comprised of all items below
  - Khaki Pants
  - Khaki Shirt
  - Name Tag
  - Collar Devices
  - Khaki Belt
Work Uniform:
- Minimum Requirement: 3 full uniforms comprised of either (full) uniform below
  - Authorized Work Blues w/ Work Belt
  - Authorized Boiler Suit
Covers
- Minimum Requirement: 1 of each below
  - Combo Cover
  - Ball Cap
  - Hard Hat
Footwear
- Minimum Requirement: 1 set of each below
  - Steel Toed Boots
  - Bates
  - Close Toed Civilian Shoes
Other
  - Minimum Requirement: 7 sets of each below
    - Black Socks
    - White Undershirts
Optional
Grey Work Shirt
Khaki Shorts
White Tennis Shoes
White Socks
Gym Clothes
Appropriate Swimwear
Civilian Attire